
Module 2: MAKE –
Design Proposal



Cellular
Pill Packaging
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Is a design that friendlify the current pharmaceutical 
tablet packaging problems, which is hard to recycle. This 
cellular design proposes an alternate material dynamic 
and boosts environmental sustainability by being made 
out of biodegradable materials to reduce plastic waste. 
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Target Group

Age 18 +. 65% of young 
people prefer to buy 
products from brands that 
support environmental 
sustainability.

Barriers

• Inaccessible Information

• Cost of producing 
packaging

• Limited Resources

• Lack of understanding

Interview

To discover a better 
understanding of the 
distribution and indentify key 
elements that act as barriers 
for a solution to replace 
current packaging.

Development

Testing can then be easily 
adapted and tailored 
to specific objects for 
commercial purposes, which 
leads to solving the current 
situation of blister packaging 
negatively affecting the 
environment.

Short Shelf-Life

With this biodegradable packaging, the distribution should be done 
effectively to improve the product’s longevity. By developing a 
marketing campaign that focuses on the branding identity to make the 
target audience aware of the benefits of this new package design. 

Lack of Understanding

There is a need for improved 
communication about 
developing blister packaging 
that has a possitive 
outcome. 

Inaccessible Information

Many are unware to go for 
information on disposing 
current blister packaging 
and further gaps in public 
understanding.

Biodegradable Dispenser

A portable dispenser which 
enable the quality of current 
blister packs but can be 
disposed effortlessly.

Refillable Dispenser

Also a portable dispenser 
that is more accessible to 
an older genertaion through 
recieving medication easily, 
however will still create 
waste – not rooting out the 
problem of blister package 
waste.

Material Consideration

A bio-based material with a 
very low carbon footprint, 
which can also be home 
composted or recycled 
with paper in the waste 
phase, helping to reduce the 
environmental impact in the 
broader system. 

Adaptability

The cellular package can be 
produced in different sizes to 
house a specific amount of 
tablets.
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Environmental 
Impact

The mainframe of the pack will be made of PaperFoam, 
which consist of starch, cellulose fibres and water. It is 
also a bio-based product with a very low carbon footprint. 
The products can be home composted or recycled 
with paper in the waste phase, helping to reduce the 
environmental impact in the broader system. The pulplike 
mixture is then injected into a mould, pressed and baked 
at 204 °C. The result is a lightweight, moisture tight, toxic-
free cushioning and nonabrasive material available in 
various colours. Embossed and debossed details textured 
surfaces and clamping, hinging and closing mechanisms 
are easy to achieve. 

The package is broken into three parts: a top and bottom 
layer with the hexagonal cellular housing that is then 
sandwiched between and fused with non-artificial glue.

 

Hexagonal 
Divider

Bottom Layer

Top Layer

Tablet Housing

Directional 
Dispensing
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Problem

The Proposal

SolutionProcess
As a consumer world, we continuously produce 
garbage. It is estimated that by 2100 the world will be 
producing 11 million tons of trash every day, which is 
a number that the world cannot sustain.

In the UK, nearly 1 in 4 adults take medication, which 
is packaged in an unsustainable way that uses at 
least three different materials. This blister package 
ends up in the landfill most of the time due to being 
hard to recycle these packs. Due to their complex 
material dynamic, the lack of sorting and improper 
disposal. The Cellular package design introduces a 
circular economy so that individuals can dispose of 
the biodegradable packaging effortlessly.  

The broader context was explored through secondary 
research, followed by a semi-structured interview 
with a pharmaceutical assistant and discovered the 
following insights:

• Even though individuals are aware of unsustainable 
blister packs, they continue discarding them in 
dustbins.

• There is no alternate way to dispose of the pack; 
hence making it out of paperlike material would 
be a sustainable option.

• The form of current blister packs could be altered 
to improve storability.

The design has the opportunity to respond to these 
barriers were I developed through prototyping to 
evaluate and inform the solution to reduce plastic 
waste.

The cellular packaging can be a new form of 
replacement that caters to the problems current 
blister packs impose along with additional features 
from a usability perspective. The packaging should 
both maintain the advantages blister packs offer and 
eliminate its disadvantages.

77 % 29 %
incorrectly recycle them 
eventhough they are not 
accepted by most local councils.

of people in the UK do not know 
what to do when recycling a 
blister pack. 
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Consumers
Experience

A visual conceptualisation of the size of the cellular pack, 
with extended breakdown, points to explain the package’s 
function further.

Tearable recycable label

Content info

Colour label 
indicates type 

of tablet

QR code on label 
back informing 
proper disposal
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Viability &
Functionality

It is vital to understand the technology and the user 
journey behind the cellular pack to validate the concept 
and ensure that the product would be successful in the 
consumer market. I, therefore, studied existing blister 
packaging to ensure that the design I have framework was 
viable and suitable for its intended purpose.  

The success of this conceptualisation product will be 
measured through the uptake of the package and the 
adoption of positive behaviours. This then changes the 
attitude of disposing of this new type of design without 
feeling guilty about harming the environment.  

This design can aim to be funded by big pharmaceutical 
companies such as GSK – they seek that 100% of their 
product packaging is recyclable or reusable, including 
eliminating all problematic and unnecessary plastics by 
2025. 

The cellular package uses Honeycomb Conjecture – the 
unique shape of the hexagon allows for the largest surface 
area with the least perimeter, maximising the area-to-
perimeter ratio and saving space in the process. So using 
a hexagonal pattern for this product allows me to develop 
a simplified plan that uses minimal material to produce 
the package. Repeating the pattern 19 times to form this 
honeycomb structure can result in this package being the 
same size as a regular blister pack which can only house 
12 – 16 tablets. 

Blister packs have an unusual amount of space between 
the tablets, wasting a large number of material resources 
during the manufacturing of the package. 

Viability

Functionality

The cellular design eliminates this problem; the packaging 
size can also adapt by removing the extra cells to produce 
a variation of the product – attending to the needs of 
people who would want a weekly dosage of 7 pills rather 
than two weeks.

Origianl pack size, housing 18 
tablets, (2 – 4 Weeks worth).

Reducing cell numbers.

Smaller compact size, housing 
7 tablets, (Weekly dosage). 

Also more portable and 
inconspicuous
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